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Filimoni Raiyawa

Suspect
in assault
on senior
dies in SF

Heat and terrain give
fire the advantage

In-home caregiver, client
often seen in Occidental;
elderly man beaten severely
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEM O C RAT

An in-home caretaker suspected of beating and inflicting
life-threatening injuries upon
his 96-year-old client near Occidental died Thursday morning
in San Francisco following a melee involving several San Francisco police officers, authorities
said.
Filimoni Raiyawa, 57, lived
with Solomon Cohen, the man
he was suspected of beating at
Cohen’s Dupont Road home in
the outskirts of Occidental.
Another person staying at Cohen’s house found the injured
man and called 911 at about
4:56 a.m., reporting that it appeared the man had fallen, Lt.
Carlos Basurto said.
TURN TO ASSAULT, PAGE A5
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CALL FOR HELP: A moonscape greets Lonne Sloan at the corner of her driveway and Morgan Valley Road on Thursday near Lower Lake as she calls 911 to report
that fire was bearing down on her house once again. Sloan and her husband Larry stayed behind Wednesday night to put out flames around their home.

LOWER LAKE REMAINS IN PATH AS CREWS STRUGGLE AGAINST ROCKY FIRE
By JULIE JOHNSON, GLENDA ANDERSON
and BILL SWINDELL

Kidnapping
sets back US
efforts in Syria

T HE P R ES S D EM O CR AT

By KARAM SHOUMALI
AND ANNE BARNARD
NEW YORK TI ME S

ANTAKYA, Turkey — A Pentagon program to train moderate
Syrian insurgents to fight the Islamic State has been vexed with
problems of recruitment, screening, dismissals and desertions
that have left only a tiny band of
fighters ready to do battle.
This tiny band, 54 in all, suffered perhaps the most destructive problem yet on Thursday:
Its leader, deputy and at least
five others were abducted in
Syria, just inside the border
with Turkey where they had
been training. The abductions
were carried out not by the Islamic State but by the Nusra
Front, an affiliate of al-Qaida
that is another Islamist extremist byproduct of the 4-year-old
TURN TO SYRIA, PAGE A5
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FUELING FLAMES: Hotshots from the Sequoia National Forest watch a backfire overtake
vegetation near homes Thursday on Morgan Valley Road at the Rocky fire.
ONLINE AT PRESSDEMOCRAT.COM
■ See more photographs of the firefighting
efforts by crews in Lake County

TURN TO FIRE, PAGE A5

Harrowing accounts of sleepless night
Some residents chose to stay
while others left as Rocky fire
raced over bone-dry landscape
By GLENDA ANDERSON
T H E PR E SS DE M OC R AT
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■ Watch a video of a resident telling her
experience of evacuating the Rocky fire

Firefighters struggled Thursday to slow a
fast-moving wildfire that has destroyed at least
three homes in eastern Lake County and forced
the evacuation of about 650 people while continuing to spread over more than 21 square miles of
remote pasture and timberland by nightfall.
A day after the Rocky fire broke out 8 miles
east of Lower Lake, fire crews switched from
emergency duties — evacuating residents and
defending structures — to digging containment
lines around the blaze. On its outskirts and in
its possible path are rural communities in Morgan Valley and the town of Lower Lake, home to
about 1,300 residents.
Amid triple-digit temperatures, firefighters
saw few gains Thursday despite some fleeting
rain that witnesses said made for a surreal scene
in a world otherwise clouded by smoke. As of
9:55 p.m., the fire had burned 13,500 acres and destroyed several outbuildings. It was about 5 percent contained, according to Cal Fire. No injuries
were reported.
The terrain presented a stiff challenge for firefighters. Oak woodlands, grasslands and chapar-

LOWER LAKE
he charred arms of leafless manzanita bushes
reached out Thursday
from the blackened earth surrounding Lonne Sloan’s home.
More than 30 years ago, Sloan
and her husband built up the
place from scratch. On Wednes-

T

day, they risked their lives to save
it, ignoring a mandatory evacuation order and staying put to
battle flames that just spared the
Morgan Valley home.
“If we weren’t here last night,
we wouldn’t have anything,” said
Sloan, a retired road construction
flagger. Her husband, Larry, is a
metal worker.
They lost a storage building, a
horse trailer, a hay truck, wood
splitter and a bulldozer that was
still smoking Thursday, about
22 hours after the Rocky fire, in a
heat-fueled rush, raced over this
bone-dry landscape in southeastern Lake County.

By Thursday evening, it had
destroyed three structures, damaged multiple outbuildings and
burned 13,500 acres.
The toll for the Sloans was
steep but not devastating. Their
animals — 11 horses, two burros,
two llamas and couple hundred birds, including parrots,
parakeets, doves, finches and
chickens — appeared to be fine
and unfazed by the thick smoke
hanging over their ranch and the
flames that periodically erupted
from the brush and ashes.
“To move all of this would be
ridiculous,” Lonne Sloan said of
TURN TO NIGHT, PAGE A4
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■ Scenes from
the Rocky fire
captured by
Press Democrat
photographer
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■ Tips for how
to prepare and
get away safely
when forced to
evacuate because
of a wildfire / A5

